FAMOC manage
implementations
Case studies of selected customers

BURGER KING
#CHALLENGE
Burger King wanted to secure and monitor
some processes in many Burger King
stores in an innovative, automated way.

#SOLUTION
Thanks to FAMOC manage, Burger King
stores staff can report demand for
products in an easy way, check their
components, fill in the cash report
and staff presence. The devices are
in kiosk mode, so they can’t be used
for other purposes than those
imposed by the employer.

WÜRTH
#CHALLENGE
The main purpose of implementing FAMOC
manage system was to automate and
streamline the sales department by, among
others, automatic install of internal CRM
systems and other applications on devices.
Würth had 480 iPads and wanted to enroll
all of them at once.

#SOLUTION
FAMOC manage improved work of sales
department thanks to tablets on which
employer had installed internal CRM
applications. Salesmen can now also sign
documents or place orders on their tablets
and all of these data are secured.

PKP INTERCIT Y
#CHALLENGE
Customer wanted to have, among others, private APN
on almost 4.000 mobile devices and an ability to block
software updates. PKP Intercity also needed to migrate
from dedicated cloud to on-site solution.

#SOLUTION
Now there are 4.000 devices managed
by FAMOC manage and half of them was added
through the integration of FAMOC with Android
zero-touch, which allowed to implement
a new management method based
on Android Enterprise.

#REFERENCE
“We are using FAMOC manage since 2014.
At that time, our base fleet was 2,500
tablets for conductors. Today, there
are nearly 4,000 devices managed
by FAMOC manage. FAMOC manage
has enabled us to efficiently
and remotely configure devices,
distribute applications and many
other functionalities related
to mobile security”
Krzysztof Jabłoński,
PKP Intercity

CRÉDIT AGRICOLE
#CHALLENGE
The aim of customer was to optimise the management of mobile
devices network and to increase the security of its use. "Until now
we have been using our own solutions. However we wanted – due
to the rising number of mobile devices with access to corporate
mail – to do it more comprehensively. There are ca. 2.700
smartphones and tablets in the bank in total" – explains
the Service Desk Manager of the bank.

#SOLUTION
FAMOC manage, allows, among others, a direct analysis
of alerts and threats and a backup of corporate data.
Additionally, if the device is stolen or lost, customer
can block the access to the device, as well as erase
its content. FAMOC manage also informs about
viruses and blocks malicious applications.
With FAMOC manage, bank can also check
the usage history of the device.

KRUK S.A.
#CHALLENGE
The debt collection industry relies heavily on trust and data
safety really matters. In Kruk S.A., employees use mobile
devices in many situations, including outside of the office,
so devices have to be secured all the time. Customer also
wanted to be able to remotely help employees when any
problems with the device would occur.

#SOLUTION
Thanks to FAMOC manage, devices and all
of the corporate data stored on them are always
secured. The customer also uses remote
access to help employees working outside
of the office whenever they have a problem
with the device.

GRANT THORNTON
#CHALLENGE
Grant Thornton puts great emphasis on security and management
processes. Customer was really dissatisfied with the lack of support
from the previous EMM provider. They wanted to change provider
and maintain continuity because company data needed to be
secured all the time, so in a really short time we had to uninstall
the previous EMM solution and install FAMOC manage.

#SOLUTION
Today FAMOC manage helps to manage over 300 mobile
devices. The implementation and migration from
the previous EMM system was very efficient and quick.
Customer had a dedicated support and, what’s more,
we convinced the customer to switch from an on-site
installation to the dedicated cloud, which is much
safer and thanks to that customer has access
to all of the current updates.

#REFERENCE
“FAMOC manage has significantly
improved our internal processes –
today it helps us to manage over 300
mobile devices. The implementation
and migration from the previous EMM
system was very efficient and quick.
We even had a dedicated support,
which was an additional benefit
for us!”
Mikołaj Chmielnik,
Grant Thornton

WE HAVE MORE THAN
1700 CUSTOMERS GLOBALLY!

Learn more about our customers here:
www.famoc.com/customers

FAMOC helps companies give people what they want –
brand new shiny devices, emerging technologies
and tools necessary to make their job done.
We handle the security part, taking into account
the greatest risk that comes from within: your staff.

